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This is my ist copy on Healing Salve Herbal Recipe, Healing solves for beginners, different

types of slaves, Oils, salves, and creams recipes are available in this book I am very happy to

launch my book in this topic which very fascinating topic for me all solves are homemade with

natural ingredients, with a slow and fast way to infuse oil creams and solutions.
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SoapConclusionIntroductionBenefits of Herbs in our Daily LifeThe use of herbs and has always

been of great importance throughout history. Many herbs were known for their medicinal

properties while other were famous for culinary purposes.Following are some of the world's

healthiest herbs in terms of uses and health benefits.What’s a salve?Salves and balms are soft

spreadable preparations for your skin consisting of herbal infused oils and beeswax (or another

wax.) They can be applied to help heal, soothe, or improve various skin or health

conditions.Before you can make the salve though, you first must make an infused oil.Oils,

salves, and creamsThere are three primary types of topical herbal treatments: infused oils,

salves, and creams or lotions.Infused oils are made by steeping herbs in a carrier oil like olive

or almond to extract the medicinal plant constituents that will help soothe your skin.Salves are

solid combinations of oils and a wax such as beeswax or soy wax.Creams and lotions, as

you’re likely familiar with, vary from thicker to more light in texture, and combine oils with water

to create a hydrating topical treatment.The first step in making these remedies at home is to

infuse oil with dried herbs. Once you’ve done this, you can use the oil alone as a topical

treatment, or mix it to make a salve or cream.Oils keep for up to a year, so you can mix and

match depending on what you need in your home remedy toolkit.Don’t forget: Do a patch test

before applying anything new to your skin, to prevent an allergic reaction.How to make an herb-

infused oilMakes approximately 8 ounces.You need:4 oz. dried herb8 oz. body-safe such as

olive oil or almond oilquart-sized mason jarcrock pot or stock potDirections:Finely chop or

powder your dried herb and add to the mason jar. Cover with the oil, and stir gently to distribute

the herb throughout the oil.Put the cap on the mason jar, and place the jar in a water bath in

either a crockpot or a stock pot on the stove (if using the stock pot method, place a mason jar

lid ring under the jar with your oil in it so the glass is not directly on the metal of the pot).Gently

heat the water and oil for 3–5 days, trying to keep the oil temperature around 110 degrees. The

“warm” setting on a crock pot is ideal.After 3–5 days, remove the jar and let the oil cool slightly

so it’s not too hot to the touch, and then strain your oil through muslin, cheesecloth, or an old

and clean t-shirt to remove the dried herbs.
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